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Despite its modest origins, machine learning has come to play a dominant role in artificial intelligence.

Statistical induction on massive data sets has led to impressive results in multiple areas, including:

- Computer vision
- Natural language
- Game playing

But in the process, the field has lost its intellectual diversity and abandoned its conceptual roots.

Claim: *We can remedy both drawbacks, and devise even more effective systems, by focusing on human-like learning.*
Example: Learning Mathematics

Consider how students master mathematics in our educational system by learning, successively, to:

- **Recognize and write digits**

- **Retrieve and use arithmetic tables**

- **Carry out multi-column addition, subtraction**

- **Simplify complex fractions**

- **Solve algebraic equations, word problems**

This curriculum takes years, but it does not require thousands of instances per concept or skill.

The trajectory of human learning here differs drastically from how we currently train machines.
Now consider how people – often teenagers – learn to drive an automobile by acquiring:

- *Categories for roads, lanes, intersections, signs*
- *Skills for changing lanes, passing, turning, parking*
- *Social norms for driving, including laws and customs*

Mastering these elements requires training and practice, but most drivers are reasonably good after a short course.

Unlike statistical learners, humans do **not** need millions of miles’ experience to acquire basic competence.
An Off-Color Blue Sky Talk

A Blue Sky talk aims to stimulate the community to pursue an audacious line of research by:

- **Motivating the problem**
- **Reviewing current abilities**
- **Analyzing key obstacles**
- **Responding to objections**
- **Outlining a path forward**

Typically, this focuses on an entirely new arena that the field has not yet addressed.

Human-like learning is not new, but it has fallen into disfavor and needs a champion – so perhaps this is a *Red Sky* talk.
Machine Learning: A Brief History

Machine learning was founded more than four decades ago as a spinoff of mainstream AI:

- Focused initially on acquiring symbolic structures
- Concerned with automating creation of expert systems
- But also with modeling high-level learning in humans

This paradigm was successful, producing demonstrations of new capabilities and deployed systems.

During this early period, links to cognitive psychology played key roles in the field’s aims and progress.
Machine Learning: More History

The new discipline of machine learning evolved rapidly and, by the mid-1990s, it had:

- Redefined learning as improvement of performance
- Broadened to include statistical methods and neural nets
- Adopted controlled experiments for evaluation purposes
- Birthed the closely related discipline of data mining

Each step seemed a positive one but also took the field further away from its psychological origins.

More recent results on learning with deep neural networks have only worsened the situation.
Constraints on Learning

To develop AI systems that learn like people, we must first identify the core features of human learning:

- *High-level regularities* observed in human cognition
- *Recurring phenomena* that hold across many settings
- *Not* detailed models that fit specific experimental results

Insights about the character of human learning can serve as strong constraints on system design.

But how might researchers use such constraints effectively?
A Computational Gauntlet

A *gauntlet* is a passage, lined with armed adversaries, that one must traverse to survive a trial.

- We can use characteristics of human learning to devise a *computational* gauntlet.
- Each constraint introduces a new threat that AI systems must encounter and overcome.
- To reach the end, they must make it past each obstacle along the dangerous path.

This offers a radical alternative to the performance-oriented ‘bake offs’ that now guide the field.

But what aspects of human learning can serve this purpose?
Modular Structures

One basic feature of human learning (Bower, 1981) concerns the nature of acquired content:

• *Learning involves the acquisition of modular cognitive structures.*

This does not specify the structures’ details; only that expertise consists of *discrete* mental elements.

Candidates include *concepts, production rules, cases, chunks,* and even *stimulus-response pairs.*

But each contrasts sharply with the idea that learning produces a large-scale monolithic structure.
Composable Elements

A second characteristic is enabled by the first one and often associated with it closely:

• *Learned cognitive structures can be composed during performance.*

That is, relevant elements of expertise are accessed and then combined *as needed* to produce behavior.

*Production systems* (Klahr et al., 1987), *logic programs*, and *generative grammars* comprise composable elements.

These differ from the large structures (e.g., neural networks or decision trees) produced by most statistical induction.
Piecemeal Acquisition

Another feature involves how people process experiences and create structures. In particular:

• *Expertise is acquired in a piecemeal manner, with one element added at a time.*

Humans learn one cognitive structure, then another, continuing until they achieve broad coverage.

E.g., they acquire each concept and skill for mathematics and driving in a reasonably independent manner.

They do not create complex models *en masse*, as done by most methods for statistical induction.
Incremental Learning

Another processing constraint focuses not on the knowledge elements but on handling training cases:

• *Learning is an incremental activity that processes one experience at a time.*

This is linked to on-line approaches that interleave learning tightly with performance mechanisms.

E.g., people process the training events for mathematics and driving in an ongoing stream, not all at once.

Incremental and piecemeal learning can co-occur, but they are orthogonal; most rule induction is piecemeal but batch.
Guidance from Knowledge

The sequential nature of human learning also means that later processing builds on previous results:

- *Learning is guided by knowledge that aids interpretation of new experiences.*

Because acquisition is piecemeal and incremental, it occurs in the context of existing mental structures.

E.g., complex skills for both mathematics and driving build on simpler ones acquired earlier in training.

Knowledge is central to human learning but it receives limited attention in data-intensive paradigms.
Rapid Acquisition

A final characteristic of human learning, enabled by piecemeal, incremental, and knowledge-guided processing, is that:

• Cognitive structures are acquired and refined rapidly, each from small numbers of training cases.

The claim is \textit{not} that \textit{all} expertise comes from a few instances, but that we learn modular elements this way.

Human learning curves in mathematics and driving, which plot performance vs. training cases, are very steep.

Again, this diverges from statistical induction’s dependence on thousands or millions of items.
Examples of Human-Like Learning

The literature contains some cases of human-like learning that count as positive instances:

- Fisher’s (1987) *Cobweb* – constructs a probabilistic conceptual taxonomy from unsupervised training cases
- Minton’s (1990) *Prodigy* – acquires control rules from planning traces to guide search on future problems
- McClure’s (2015) *SAGE* – invokes structural analogy to learn relational concepts from training sequences
- Muggleton’s (2018) *MIL* – uses meta-interpretive abduction to acquire logic-based visual concepts very rapidly

These systems run the gauntlet successfully and offer useful role models for the research community.
Critiques and Responses

• Why change paradigms when deep learning works so well?
  • Because it is *not* as data efficient as human learners. And we should understand the *entire space* of learning methods.

• Why build AI systems that learn like people? (planes ≠ birds)
  • Birds offer many insights into flight (e.g., *lift, thrust*, and *drag*). And we now have small drones that fly very much like birds.

• Do you mean structure learning vs. parameter estimation?
  • No, neural nets are often used for tasks that involve structure. But human-like learners are likely to fare better on them.

• Are you saying that human learning never involves statistics?
  • No, but the rapid acquisition of new structures is a distinctive feature of human learning; statistics is a *background* process.
Fostering Work on Human-Like Learning

Research on human-like learning was once widely accepted by the AI community. How can we restore this vision?

- Broaden education to cover classic methods
- Expand funding to support human-like approaches
- Establish publication venues that value such work
- Champion evaluation with computational gauntlets

Together, these steps can help create a Zeitgeist that recaptures the spirit of early AI and machine learning.

This call to arms echoes similar appeals by Marcus and Davis (2021), Fahlman (2012), and others.
Summary Remarks

Machine learning, despite impressive advances, has abandoned many of its early, profound insights.

A promising alternative is to develop AI systems that learn in a more human-like manner by:

- Acquiring modular, composable structures in a piecemeal, incremental way, aided by knowledge, from little data.

We can treat these features as design constraints that define a computational gauntlet for learning systems.

*I call on audacious AI researchers to tackle this challenge.*
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